
 Special Ed

includes google slides 

Halloween
Unit



are emerging or non-readers
take alternate assessments
are in special education
short-attention span
lack pre-requisite skills
benefit from the use of
pictures for support

For students who:



Book on the history of the holiday
Vocabulary & spelling
ELA Activities
Math Activities
Picture recipe
Bingo
Quiz
Social Story on Trick or Treating

All you need for Halloween:

All activities
in print and

digital
formats



Print and digital formats
2 separate files; color and
black and white (for
easier printing)

This unit contains 6 days of
material.   



Overall tips for teaching
students with significant needs
A quick look at what you will do
each day
Detailed instructions on how
that day's lesson should run

The lesson plans contain:



 PowerPoint
mp4 movie version you can
use in google slides

There is a 15-page book on the
history of Halloween with simple
text and engaging photos. 

It comes in:



This unit comes with a
storyboard.  

Storyboards are great for
ALL students to assist with

participation and
engagement in group

discussions.

Tips on how to use in the
unit!!



errorless version
version with wrong answers
mixed in

 There is a circle map reviewing
some of the facts from the book
about the history of Halloween. 



There is a Halloween
dictionary students can
put together using
either pictures or
words. 



ABAB
AAB
ABC

 There are 3 pattern
worksheets.



 There are 2
worksheets that
guide students
through making an
inference based on a
picture.



 There is a writing
prompt about
choosing the
perfect costume.

This is an errorless
activity.



 There is a picture
recipe for Oreo Spider
Snacks.



 PowerPoint
mp4 movie version
you can use in google
slides

There is a 10 page social
story on trick or treating.

It comes in:



There are also 10 Bingo cards
included.  

There are suggestions for 10
different ways you can play
bingo to keep students more
engaged.



Finally, there is an
assessment that is

available in 3
versions.  These are

given 1:1 and read
aloud to the student.



There is a video of the book
and social story read aloud.



Make great independent learning centers

There are digital
versions of the
activities included.  
Students click and
drag the answers.



 Perfect for every learning level

There are 2 sets, one
that includes
differentiation shown
here.


